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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Over the last few decades, we have seen massive improvements
in computing power, but nevertheless we still rely on digital documents and file systems that were originally created by mimicking
the characteristics of physical storage media with all its limitations.
This is quite surprising given that even before the existence of
the computer, Information Science visionaries such as Vannevar
Bush described more powerful information management solutions.
We therefore aim to improve the way information is managed in
modern desktop environments by embedding a hypermedia engine
offering rich hypermedia and cross-media concepts at the level of
an operating system. We discuss the resource-selector-link (RSL)
hypermedia metamodel as a candidate for realising such a general
hypermedia engine and highlight its flexibility based on a number
of domain-specific applications that have been developed over the
last two decades. The underlying content repository will no longer
rely on monolithic files, but rather contain a user’s data in the form
of content fragments, such as snippets of text or images, which
are structurally linked to form the corresponding documents, and
can be reused in other documents or even shared across computers.
By increasing the scope to a system-wide hypermedia engine, we
have to deal with fundamental challenges related to granularity,
interoperability or context resolving. We strongly believe that computing technology has evolved enough to revisit and address these
challenges, laying the foundation for a wide range of innovative
use cases for efficiently managing cross-media content in modern
desktop environments.

hypertext, hypermedia, cross-media spaces, file management

CCS CONCEPTS
• Applied computing → Hypertext / hypermedia creation;
Document management; • Software and its engineering →
File systems management.
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INTRODUCTION

The idea of managing information by defining associations (trails)
between documents has been introduced in Vannevar Bush’s seminal article ‘As We May Think’ [3] and later been applied in early
hypermedia approaches such as the oN-Line System (NLS) [7] or
Xanadu [12]. The concepts of hypertext and hypermedia have been
popularised by the World Wide Web, where navigational links can
be defined between HTML pages as well as to other types of media
such as images or videos. The Web further enables some basic form
of transclusion [12] by, for instance, using an image on multiple
web pages. It is important to note that the hypermedia solutions
envisioned by its pioneers offered more powerful concepts than
most people know from the Web. For example, Engelbart’s NLS
included rich text editing and collaboration based on hypermedia
concepts. In contrast, hypermedia on the Web is limited to creating unidirectional and embedded navigational links with a single
anchor (source) and a single target. More advanced hypermedia
models offer different types of links for other purposes such as giving
meaning to a piece of content or to an association (e.g. “this is a
definition” or “this image is related to that concept”). In some of
these models, hypermedia links might also be bidirectional with
multiple sources or targets and point to specific parts of resources.
More importantly, a hypermedia document is not necessarily a
monolithic file, but might be a composition of small content fragments that are combined into a coherent document with the help of
structural links. This allows the same content fragment (e.g. text or
image) to be transcluded (reused) in different documents without
duplication, and the separation between content, structure and visualisation enables the same document to be visualised differently in
different contexts. Given all these rich concepts by the hypermedia
community, it is surprising that our daily management of digital
files and documents still relies mainly on traditional hierarchical
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Figure 1: RSL hypermedia metamodel [20]
folder structures without any of the advanced associative linking
functionality envisioned by early hypertext pioneers.
The hypermedia research community developed different models and conceptual frameworks with the necessary abstractions
for different types of hypermedia systems. In order to support interoperability between different hypermedia models and systems,
the Open Hypermedia Protocol (OHP) and some extensions have
been introduced [11]. Structural computing further developed the
idea of Open Hypermedia and introduced structure awareness by
treating structural abstractions as first-class citizens and by supporting multiple domains [13, 24]. Compelling arguments for a
general hypermedia metamodel supporting different domains as
well as structural abstractions have been provided by Signer and
Norrie in the form of the resource-selector-link (RSL) hypermedia
metamodel [20], which is briefly described in the next section.
We start by introducing the RSL hypermedia metamodel forming
the basis of the hypermedia and cross-media solutions that have
been developed for different domains and are described in the use
case section. After outlining ongoing work on an RSL-based next
generation file manager, we present our vision of enhancing our
daily work in cross-media information spaces by integrating an
RSL-based hypermedia engine at the level of an operating system
and thereby enabling innovative forms of information and document interaction as well as cross-application interoperability.

2

RSL HYPERMEDIA METAMODEL

The RSL hypermedia metamodel [20] illustrated in Figure 1 (in
OM notation) provides the necessary abstract concepts to support
different hypermedia domains. The most general concept is the
notion of an entity. While an entity represents an abstract concept,
there are three concrete subtypes in the form of the resource,
selector and link types. A bidirectional link can have one or
multiple source entities and one or multiple target entities, enabling
associations between any of the three entity subtypes. Note that
the resource and selector types are general types which have to
be extended for a specific media type, with the selector allowing us
to address specific parts of a resource. The RSL metamodel further

distinguishes between navigational and structural links, a firstclass concept for arbitrary structural abstractions. Access control
is provided at the entity level and context resolvers can further be
defined for individual entities, enabling context-aware navigational
links as well as context-aware structures.
In order to support simple metadata extensions, any properties
(key/value pairs) can be assigned at the entity level. The RSL metamodel further supports the concept of so-called active components
representing arbitrary source code that gets executed by a runtime
environment when a link to an active component is followed. Recently, support for versioning at the entity level has been added
to the RSL metamodel [15]. While we briefly introduced the main
concepts of the RSL metamodel, more details can be found in [20].

3

USE CASES

In the following, we describe a number of solutions that have been
realised for different domains based on the RSL hypermedia metamodel over the last two decades, in order to show the expressiveness
and flexibility of the RSL metamodel.
Interactive Paper. In the context of the interdisciplinary European
Paper++ and PaperWorks projects, the iPaper solution has been
realised based on the RSL metamodel and its iServer implementation
in order to support the seamless transition between paper and
digital information and services [17]. An iPaper plug-in provides
the media-specific implementation of the RSL model’s resource and
selector concepts to enable bidirectional navigational links between
paper documents and digital media as well as digital services.
Cross-Media Link Browser. The cross-media link browser [21] illustrates the flexibility of the RSL-based link service in terms of
the integration of new document formats as well as third-party
document viewers. It further highlights the possibility of creating
advanced hyperlinks across heterogeneous document formats and
viewers that cannot easily be realised with existing linking solutions
or the link models of existing document formats.
PimVis. The domain of personal information management (PIM)
has been addressed in PimVis [22], a solution for exploring and
re-finding digital and paper documents in cross-media information

Figure 2: Next generation file manager mock-up
spaces. PimVis provides a unified organisation of digital and paper
documents via bidirectional links between the digital and physical space. Thereby, the object-concept-context (OC2) conceptual
framework for context-aware personal cross-media information
management has been realised as a domain-specific application of
the RSL hypermedia metamodel.
MindXpres. The MindXpres presentation platform [15] introduces
state-of-the-art presentation functionality based on a new content
model for presentation solutions that has been realised on top of
the RSL metamodel. MindXpres supports the non-linear navigation within presentations and makes extensive use of RSL’s structural links to model any presentation content. A presentation is
no longer represented by a monolithic container with its content,
but rather all the content is stored in a single RSL instance and
individual presentations are defined as context-aware structures
over the shared content. Therefore, a presenter can deviate from a
presentation’s slide order at any time and show content forming
part of another presentation (e.g. to answer a question). MindXpres
further supports transclusions with optional on-the-fly operational
transformations based on RSL’s structural links.
eSPACE. In the context of the Internet of Things (IoT), the eSPACE
reference framework and conceptual model [16] has been developed
based on the RSL metamodel for the unification of the domains of
adaptive, distributed and hybrid user interfaces. eSPACE supports
an authoring rather than programming approach for the end-user
development of IoT applications based on RSL’s navigational and
structural links, and its concept of active components.

4

NEXT GENERATION FILE MANAGER

As mentioned in the introduction, existing file management (FM)
solutions are mainly based on hierarchical folder structures without
any associative linking between files. A recent survey from 2019 [10]
indicates that the productivity of knowledge workers is heavily
burdened by inefficient information management systems, resulting in a 21% loss of an organisation’s total productivity and costing
nearly $20’000 per worker per year. A detailed classification of file
management studies seeking to understand user behaviour along
the themes of storing, organising, retrieving as well as sharing has
been provided by Dinneen and Julien [4]. They further analysed
a larger amount of personal file collections in order to find out
how people organise their digital file collections [5]. In existing
literature as well in a survey on file management behaviour that
we recently conducted, it has been shown that users often encode
substantial metadata in file as well as folder (path) names. However, PIM research tells us that we can gain some flexibility by no
longer directly encoding this metadata in the file/path names but
rather attaching it to so-called “placeless documents” via flexible
key/value pairs [6]. Such a flexible annotation and linking of files
is, for example, supported in semantic desktop applications such as
Haystack [9] via the Resource Description Framework (RDF).
In existing file management solutions, most of the information is
stored in application-specific formats, only allowing the application
that “owns” the file to use it [18]. The storage of information in
monolithic files further prohibits the re-use of parts of a file via
transclusion [19]. This leads to the problem of project fragmentation, where different types of information are stored in separated
storage containers with no associations (links) between them [2].

A simple example to illustrate this problem are emails, which are
often stored in a single inbox file and without the possibility to,
for instance, link an individual email to an attachment that has
been stored somewhere in the file system. The automatic generation of a bi-directional navigational link between an email and
its stored attachment could be used by a file manager to point a
user to the original email when later accessing the file. A positive
example where the originally proprietary document formats have
been made more accessible and reusable by third-party applications
is the Office Open XML format which is, for instance, used by all
Microsoft Office applications.
RSL offers rich concepts to be used in enhanced file management
solutions with associative navigational links between files or parts
of files. Structural links can further be used to model any organisational structures on top of files as an alternative to hierarchical
folder structures only. While hierarchical organisation strategies
can also still be realised via RSL’s structural links, files can now
belong to multiple organisational structures (multiple classification). A first prototype of an RSL-based associative file manager has
been described in [18]. We are currently developing a new version
of a next generation file manager connecting to the underlying
RSL-based hypermedia engine, and an early mock-up of the file
manager is outlined in Figure 2. Note that in the design we have to
find a balance between optimally visualising the stored information
and at the same time trying to retain familiar file manager features,
such as the advanced search functionality on macOS, in order to
ease the transition from traditional file managers.
In our recent file management survey, we identified that users
often lack some advanced search functionality. Our next generation
file manager prototype therefore offers the concept of contextsensitive filters that can be optimised for certain tasks. They can
further be combined with tags and associations between files in
order to support the retrieval process. Search filters can not only be
applied to the content and tags of a file, but also on links between
files in order to find certain types of relationships between files. The
default view of our file manager consists of two content browsers
that are shown next to each other and various other optional views
(e.g. search bar on the left) for faceted browsing. Users can easily
create new associative links between files or folders in the two
browser windows. While we still offer the concept of folders, they
are no longer directly mapped to file system folders but rather
defined as an RSL-based overlay structure on top of individual
files. This enables files to be in multiple folders and we no longer
deal with a hierarchical tree structure but a more general graph. It
further implies that for a given folder our file manager might have
to visualise multiple parent folders.
Note that we offer users different possibilities to organise their
files, since they might have their preferences in how to best organise their information spaces. In addition to the grouping of files
in folders and subfolders, we also offer the first-class concept of a
proxy which can be used to structurally group files located anywhere in the file system by making use of RSL’s structural links.
These proxies (e.g. Picturebook Collection in Figure 2) represent
a powerful concept to group files that, for instance, belong to a specific project, without having to move them in the folder hierarchy,
and proxies themselves can further be used as sources or targets
of navigational as well as structural links. Since we apply some

orthogonal structural overlays, a file can belong to any number of
proxies. These proxies can then be used in the search bar in order to
automatically show related files and in the future, third-party applications that are aware of the advanced file management API might
use proxies to optimise certain task. A proxy might for example
also be used to represent certain dependencies between files (e.g. a
file that depends on some other files for further processing) and if
such a file is attached to an email in a hypermedia-enabled email
client, it might automatically create a ZIP file containing all the
necessary files. While we offer the possibility to organise files and
groups of files via navigational as well as structural links, this does
not mean that users will always have to create those links manually. Many links will be generated automatically by third-party
applications. For instance, if a user stores an email attachment, a
hypermedia-enabled email client will automatically create a bidirectional navigational link between the stored attachment and the
original email for later retrieval. Further, the system can monitor a
user’s interactions over time and automatically create navigational
or structural links between files that are often accessed at the same
time as suggested in FileWeaver [8]. It might even monitor whether
users make use of these dynamically generated links and let them
fade out over time. Finally, RSL’s context awareness at the level of
entities will have to be further investigated since it enables navigational links and structural overlays to change based on a given
context such as a selected project.

5

HYPERMEDIA ENGINE ROADMAP

We have illustrated the flexibility of the RSL hypermedia metamodel to support different domains and discussed our work on a
next generation file manager for enhanced file management based
on hypermedia principles such as associative links or overlay structures. While the presented use cases rely on the same underlying
RSL model, they are based on separate instances of RSL-enabled
data stores on top of existing file and operating systems. In order
to enable the integration of information across applications, we
propose the embedding of an RSL-based hypermedia engine at the
level of an operating system as outlined in Figure 3.
Hypermedia-enabled Applications

Legacy Applications

HT2021.docx
File System Driver
RSL-based Hypermedia Engine
HT2021.docx

Figure 3: Interaction between different applications and the
RSL-based hypermedia engine

Our hypermedia engine will allow applications to store fragments of content, associations, structures and manage content and
association metadata. We further plan to address issues such as
reuse or security at the core, which is important for a system-wide
hypermedia content engine. Traditionally, applications had to be
modified or replaced to make them “hypermedia compatible”, which
is far from desirable. In our approach, the hypermedia engine will
be deep enough in the software stack that file system drivers can
be developed on top of the hypermedia layer. This way, we do not
force applications to adjust and interact directly with our hypermedia engine, but we can already offer novel functionality to existing
applications out of the box. Figure 3 shows a text editor such as
Microsoft Word simply saving a document to the file system, but
our file system driver is aware of specific file formats such as .docx
files, decomposes the file and stores it as linked RSL data fragments
for reuse by other applications. Operations on unsupported file
types are simply mapped to equivalent operations on RSL resources
and links, supporting any legacy applications.
The native file explorer as well as other applications might still
be used as a legacy application to navigate the complex web of
linked information via the file system driver. However, the full
expressiveness and power of the embedded RSL-based hypermedia
engine can only be exploited by hypermedia-enabled applications
making use of the API offered by the hypermedia engine, allowing
applications to perform operations on resources, links and selectors.
Instead of running the RSL-based applications presented in the
use case section as well as the next generation file manager as
separate applications, they can now be implemented natively on
top of the embedded hypermedia engine and share all their data
and RSL metadata. We would for instance no longer distinguish
between content that is used in a report and content forming part of
a presentation. A MindXpres presentation is just another structure
defined on top of a single cross-media information space that might
also be used by a cross-media PIM solution dealing with digital
as well as physical files or the eSPACE application bridging the
cross-media information space with IoT environments.
We see an urgent need to improve our daily work by offering
system-wide hypermedia concepts as also proposed in structural
computing [24] and by using hypermedia as a general method [1].
We are further encouraged to continue the challenging undertaking of integrating an RSL-enabled hypermedia engine by the many
opportunities we see for enhanced interactions in cross-media information spaces, as well as by the fact that also some major operating
system vendors were already playing with the idea. Almost two
decades ago, Microsoft developed WinFS (Windows Future Storage), a storage and data management solution with a relational
database and advanced data management features in its core. Unfortunately, WinFS was never released and its development was
cancelled after a few years. Nevertheless, in an interview Bill Gates
stated that WinFS is the project that he regrets most never having
been released to the public 1 . Further, some developments in the domain of semantic desktops have outlined the potential of having
PIM features at the level of a desktop environment and a number of
research prototypes have shown the potential of offering new file
management functionality at the level of an operating system [14].
1 https://www.zdnet.com/article/bill-gates-biggest-microsoft-product-regret-winfs/

We are just at the beginning of implementing and integrating an
RSL-based hypermedia engine at the level of an operating system,
but already have various RSL-based and hypermedia-enabled applications such as the next generation file manager, the cross-media
link browser or the MindXpres presentation platform which can
immediately serve as proof-of concept applications. We are currently investigating different possibilities for the implementation
and integration of the hypermedia engine. While we could always
create an entirely new file system, we might consider to create a
layer in between the file system and the application level. In this
context we are currently also evaluating FUSE [23], an interesting
framework allowing developers to define a file system in user space
and bridging it to kernel interfaces.

6

CONCLUSION

We have presented our vision of bringing original hypermedia and
cross-media concepts to modern desktop environments by embedding an RSL-based hypermedia engine at the operating system level.
By offering transclusion, user management, context awareness and
versioning in our hypermedia engine, rich use cases are supported.
The fine granularity of linked cross-media content simplifies content reuse and supports application interoperability. Further, the
proposed hypermedia-based approach enables innovative forms
of cross-media document management. In the near future, a flexible management of cross-media information across application
boundaries might become even more important, and the proposed
hypermedia engine could serve as a source in emerging augmented
reality solutions for augmenting the human intellect.
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